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'Iris paper/ de lops as theory in .the meadian framework, which

eXplai ode aspect, ofi the social-psychological dynamics which encourage
1

socia, liarticipatiori. This theory is,Ithen, tested using data collected

'ABSTRACT

.-0
:fiom a,popaation-of high school ,students. It was found that students

. /

-

who perceived theli- families aewell-integrited, that iA as havingroles,

. -

,

nor. mS
.

and goals, are students whoparticipate icy high school social
g ', . - u

,activities. This result was found even thOugh close relationships with "

parents Were not associated with participation in social activities.
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FAMILY INFLUENCEON.TEENAGE PARTICIPATIONo

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

\

The research reported in this paper is concerned with the relation-

ship between social participation and the family structure. While ,a

.
.

great deal of resarch has been done on the impact of participatio the
,..

. ._

n
. :

,..

,

society and oh the individual, theig is little research wh' deals with

.

predicting who Will participate in social activities, Only two structur-

al variables are typically associated, with social participation. The.
t

first such variable is social class. A iariaty oSre'seirchers ha,,A quite

consistently found that the higher the social class the more freque...t the

social participation (Bell andForce, 196; Freeman, Novak and Reeder, .

1957; Wright and Hyman, 1958). 4 The second variable associates with

social participation is family pArticipation. DuAcheit (1951:211) notes

in, his, discussion of egoism that participation in the fam ily group

creates in the individual the sentiments of sympathy and social solidar-

ity which draw him toward others. Society' becomes necessary to the

individual and he becomes sociablef If a. persoA lives outside of an
, °.

integrated family situation, that person develops fewer ,sentiments, for

. ,/k -. .

others, is less penetrated by the need to be sociable /and is theiefore
.

more willing to be isolated (1951:215):' pager (1.964:75) also ,predicts
.1-

that if close family ties do not occur a person will learn to rely only on,

self. And Booth (1972:190) has sound that in every case,men and Women

with rich kin resources report rich inteipersofial'resources..i4 oth

areas. They have more ties to the community both in voluntary' organ

tions and in informal friendships

The analysis done by George Herbert Mead on thd,dgvelopme f of a
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consistent self in,response to a generalized other suggests a theoretical

. .
-

reason for the observed, association between the family and social'- .

participation. Mead (1934:140) has defined a self as thattwhich can be

an object'kto itself. The individual imagines the responses others will
tr.

make to his behavior. He then directs his own behavior to the'expected

restionses of those others. As Mead points out, this requires that the

individualtake the role of others. At first-this role-takingprocess is

carried out by taking the role of only one other, api3cess which Mead

compares.to play. When the child takes the role of one Other, the child

, responds to.t4g immediate stimuli from that other (1934:152)1athe

child,- taking the role of one 'person 'atirtime and responding to that one

1 . .

person in'his imagination, dries .not develop an'integrated self.

Eventually the role-taking process is carried out`with a generali.z-41

ed other, a process which Mead compares to Vile game. (The child must take

fhe roles of all the others in the game, he must take into account the

rules governing the acts of those others, and he must also take into

0, .
.

account the)different social projects which
4 the groupa carrying out

(1934:155). He must respond to.the entire complexity of the situation
'N

rather thadto one other person. Thw self most frequently is objeceto a'

complex social situation where a variety of roles. are regulated by the

social norms of the group, and where social 'behavior is judged by the.

.goals of the group. It is the group of people perdeived as acting .

together Which We refer to as the:generalized other. Whit occasionally

thi actor takei the role of only one other,.she must usually respond to

the generalized other, 4

Mead siressedthat the generalized ther must have roles, it must a
.
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. /have
.Or
have norms integrating the rolec.

"';

e _.

it must have commonly understood

group projects. A,family background with roles, withnorms and wild

group grojectS wool pro7ide the child'with'the opportunity to interact

t
, , 1

with i'.: generalized other: Where family behavior appeAws to be impulsive

, ,)-
. .

rather than structured, where norms ate not Clearly discernable, and

,

where group projects ore either non existent or not attainable, the child
1

cannot learn f4 the family how to ;,=Iterect with a gene ralized other.
10.

Learning to interact with the f2aMily as gener.iized other should

. .

such interaction with other groups. If the faMilv cannot be

r72cognized as'a generalized other, it would'Ite more difficult to learn to

see other gro%ps-as atunifieeg eneralized other., This suggests that the

child who learns to interact. with' family as a generalized otnet Will.
4

firid it easier do interact with other grnnpg thaa,will the child.wbo has

not had such .a_ family experience.
J .. ' IP,-

. .

e
Mead's discussion Of the generalized other suggests the following

assumptions about the family in relation to social participation. First,

the.2family is normaliy the first "generalized othe of the child:

Second; the family Oat has thanecessar3; integration of roles, norms aild

goals.,,yill 0.ve the child the opportunity to devel'op a generalized 0.
oo

other. And third, the chil socialized in such a family Will be better

re ' ,..,.
4

able -.5e participate socially outside, the fami 17.
,.-.

/ e

/ TL es* assuions aid the l-ypothesis' aerived ftla-,' then are stated.

: mo-a.fotc,lily'as follows!
,

.

- ,-

...

tt''
I Oena:CiN.: 1: T!)sfam-Ily illa.c,has ihregratted rotes.; norms' and goals is

44 ,

I; .
.

0 ' an,intevated.famrly% .
:%.

' b . t
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Assumption 1: The irate : rated family will, give the child the opportUnity
T.

to 'deve op. a .generalized °other in' the family.

Assumption 2: The c ild who has 'developed a generalized other in the

fami y will be better able to participate socially nut-
.

iid the family.

Assumption 3: ability to participate socially outside the family .

,
ads to a .higher rate of such participation,

Hypothesis 1: amily 'integration is.lbsitively assoccipted with ,social

participation.

METHODOLOGY

AMP ,

The at used in this project were collected from twohigh schools

in East hicago. Indiana.. A questionnaire-was administered to,the ninth,

tenth and eleventh grades of the sample schools in four raids testing:"

sktu tions every possible effoit was made, to reach each student

enr Lled in the -schools, resulting' in a 98 per'cent response 'rate. A.

t tal of 1966 usuable questionnaires were obtained. Of these; 128

espondents were new residents. the researchers presumed Ehere Would not

have been time for thes e students to establish full:, participation because

of their mobility, so these respondents we're deleted from the population;
0

leaving a total of 1860 cases. The population studied is working class

and is balanced rAcialqy. Approximated 35 per cent Of.the students are

white, 35 per cent al-e black and 30 per cent bre Eatin. Thus no one'in
. a

the, group shoUld fail

isolated racially.

to participate solely, on
, .

.basis of being-
,0

o

11)

t.
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Measures'Iof Social Participation

In. the questionnaire the students wereasked how oftenthey dated,

how many clubhey belonged to in school, how many clubs they belonged

to outside gf school, and how often they attended sports events. -These

serve as four indicatorsof participation. Students were also asked to

name their friends and three types of data were derived from this

information. FirSt was a count of the number of friends named by,each

'respondent,.second was a count of the number of times'the respondent.was

named by oth rs., and third was the 'number of reciprocal friends, that is,

1
the number of times responfpt was named by those that he or she named.

Each of these seven measures is used 'in the analysis as'a separate

measure of participation. In addition, five measures which are not

correlated were used. to develop an index , of Participation for, each

. individual. These ',five items are dating, joining clubs, in school, .

joining clubs out of school, attending sports events and being named by

at'least ope person as a friend. The items were weighted equally and

rimmed to develop the index. This index'serves as the eighth measure of

participation and reflectsthe variety of participation rather than the .

type of participation.

°

Measure of Family Integration

The family integration measure used in this research was based

on the concept of social integration as formulated in social structural

theory. ,be set of ten, items in the family integration measure were

based on a 'reyiev of the literature which specified aspects necessary to

fanil.y. integration. The first statement reads qIhismy family we ce

birthdays and same
-

other holidays" and is directed At ritual

-

,

rate
1,

the

1
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family. Thejecond statement reads "In, my family we all.know what is

expected of.us," the third statement reads "In my'family there is a great

deal-of fighting and tenaton":ank'the fourth statement reads "In my

.

family nothing ever seems to get done right."' Thesekstatements reflect

the existence of norms and functions. The next five statements reffeet
8

interpersonal integisation and Lead as follbws: "In my family we help

)

each other whenever we can." "In my family we all care about each
At

Other.? my family we tell each other what our plans are." "In my-

family we stick up for each other when something goes wrong." Item ten
( ,

"Ours is a happy family" is a'dummary statement which shOuld-reflect the

..-

overall feeling about the integration of the family.

Scoring of the family integration measure was done,by summing

responses to the ten items., The respqnse, alternative proVided for each'

item in the scale - ala.of the time, most of the time, some of the time;

and none of the time - were arbitrarily weighted_a4sumned. The scores
-

----range-from---14 to 40, with a mean and median of 30 and'a standard deviation

vo.

of 4.7. l

In addition tot the family integration index, an identifiction

index was used to determine whether close relationships with one or both
%,

parents would be associated. with social participation. Items in this

measure,asked the student's if thCy were helped or influenced by their

parents, if they were simila to their parents, Lf they were close to

their parents, and if they admire their 'parents. ltive items were

constructed wi4heech of ,tire above elements in a separate question. The

first question, for example read as fpllows: "Thinkoaf all the important

things in your life.:Considering all of Saege things, would you say that

. a
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the following people help you very much to get these impoftant ;things,

help you, help you a little, or don't help you at al'l ?" "Father" and/
"Mother"/were among thdse listed in the ,respone set. Weights of 4-

through 1 were arbitrarily assigned to the response s and then owned.

FINDINGS
4

The mean social participation scores were computed for high'and low

leveli of family integration. It was found that in every measure of

social participation, the mean'par cipation score' is higher for res

pondents scoring highon family integration than for those scoring low on

family integration. A. summary of this relationship is given'in Table 1.

,The difference in the means is significant in every case except in the

"number oftimes named" by others as friend. These findings demonstrat e'

that membership in at integrated family group is associated with social

participation in groups outside the family.
ti

Mean participations scores for each 'sex and by identification with

each parent are, shown in Tables 2 and 3. When we control for family

integration.,the relationship between parental identification and social

participation is not'significant in almost every.case. An analysis'of

, %,, _
,----,

variance shows that there is no interaction affect between these two
/

variables. ,The ,significant variable is family integration and .not

identification with the indi idu91 parent. The faCt that identification

. .

is not.consistently related to social participation lelds'weight to our

4 A
theoretical perspeceiveplat it is the 'structural aspects of the grouf)

that have a consistent fluence-on social participa tion.

4

4t.

0,
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DISCUSSION

This research .project was designed to facilitate a better under--

I

.

standing of the relationship. betwaT family integration and so.-%cial

.

participation. Family background variables, it was suggested, would be

positively related to.eocialparticipation.

We have found that family background is indeed, related to social
.--,

----}'. participation. 'he measure of family integration is consistently and

,

e. .

. ,

eignifilanqyrelatedtoallofthe_measures\of,social participation. We

\
R.

s

.

can withiconfidence conclude that a positive perception of the family as

"\ . . .

agroup is associated with social 'participation. '.'1:.. ..-

is
^.

Our results 'also suggest that family integration s more closely

.
associated with so4a1 participation than is the strength of the.parent-

,- child rel,ationship. The theoretical reasons intimated by Durkheim andby

Mead suggest that [be 'structure of the family is important in learning

°

how ...to participate in other social groups. Durkheim treated social

participation and its inverse, social isolatibn, as behavior which is

learned LA the, social group.. He argued that dependence on social-
,

solidarity is learned in a well-structured social group. Mead. also
-

,

suggests that the structure of 'the g6up is important in learning group'

participation. Mead deals specifieaflywith.the different role-taking

-

processes associated with iffEeraction between individuals and interact

tion between the individual and the group., His discussioli of the 1

generalized other poirits out theneeessity ofilearning bow to interact

171 a groujias a group. The individual gust learn to take the role of

the generalized other'rather than the role pf individual others in order

A

"

0,

11
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to participate socially.
. .

Our data suggest that the integrated family provides the struiOre

of a generalized other. A family which is perceived as,having.norm and

s

goals is a family that is associated with participation in,schoof

activities in this population,

0

a fI

a
2

-t
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'TABLE -1: MEAN PARiZOIPATIONSCORESIN Da4 AND HIGH INTEGRATED FAMILIES

N = 1868 BOYS = 954

4 ,1,61, FAMILY

ACTIVITY INTEGRATION

Girls 5!: 914

HIGH FAMILY,

INTEGRATION

*

MEAN DATING SCORE, Total 2.63 2.79 **

Boys 2.54 2.84 * *

Girls ''2.73 2.72

NUMBER OF CLUBS IN SCHOOL, Total .11.0 '1.03 **

'

Boys -.83' 1.00 * *

Girls .91 1.06
t'

CLUBS OUT OF SCHOOL, Total \ V .67 .85 *t

Boys : s
.65 -.73

. Girls -.69 .93 **

.

SPORTS,EVENTS SCORE, total 2.54 2.61 **

I
4

Boys
't

2.60 2.60

. ' Girls 2.46 2.62 ** .
.

i

NUMBER OF FRIENDS NAMED, Total 5.14 . 5.35 ** ..., '

Boys 4.88 5.19 **

Girls 5.38 5.50

TIMES NAMED BY OTHERS, Total 3.17 3.31

Boys .

3.02 2.96

Giifs - 3.35 3.63

RECIPROCAL FRIENDS, Totdi 1.39 1.53 **

Boys 1.12 1.22

Girls 1.69 1.82
4

MEAN' INDEX SCORE, Total 2.98 3.28 **

1.
toys 3:26 *

Girls 2.99 3.30

** Student's t.is significant at .05 lgvel or less.

0-

14
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'TABLE 2: -BOYS' MEAN PARTICIPATION SCORES BY LOW AND HIGH IDENTIFICATION WITH.
PARENTS AND ',BY LEVEL OF FAMILY INTEGRATION (Ft)

.

- IDENTIFICATION IDENTIFICATION
ACTIVITY. WITH FATHER WITH MOTHER

Low

N=478
High

N=454
Low

N=478
High

N=454

MEAN NG SCORE
Low FI 2.56 2.50 2.68 * * 2:30
High FI 2.88 2.80 2.86 2.80

NUMBER OF CLUBS IN SCHOOL' . 'r

Low. FI - .81 .88 .87 .79
High FI t .89 , 1.07 .85 ** 1.07

CLUBS OUT OF SCHOOL
Low F,Z .58 ** .77 .661/ .64

FI .71 .80 .6 .82

SPORTS EVENTS SCORE
Low FI 2.58 2.62 2.61
High FI '2.61 2.58 2.53 2.64

NUMBER OF FRIENDS.NAMED
Low-ft: 4.76 ** 5.13 4.79 5.03
High Fj. 5.28 7.18 5.23 5;17

TIMES NAMED BYOTHERS
Low RI . 2.90 3.18 .04 2.98
High FI 3.00 2.95 3.20 2.81

RECIPROCAL FRIENDS
Low FL 1.06 1.22 1.10 1.14
High Fl 1.35 1.16 1.26 1.20

4

MEAN INDEX SCORE
LoW FI 2-.92 3.00 3.05 2:84
High FI 3.20 3.28 3.10 3.33

** F is siglificaRt at .05' of less

15
c)
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TABLE 3: GIRLS' MEAN PARTICIPATION SCORES BY LOW AND HIGH IDENTIFICATION WITH
PARENTS AND BY 'LEVEL OF FAMILY INTEGVAT1ON (FI) g

ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION IDENTIFIGATON.

0

MEAN DATING SCORE ,

Low FI
High FI .

,UMBER OF LUBS IN SCHOOL
Low F

High FI

CLUBS OUT OF SCHOOL
Low FI

High FI

SPORTS EV NTS SCORE
Low FI
Hig FI

NUMBER _0 FRIENDS NAMED
Low FI,
Hip Fl

TIMES N MED BY OTHERS
Lo FI

Hi h FI

*RECIPRO AL FRIENDS
Lo FI,.

h FI-

MEAN IoDEX SCORE
L w FI

I igh F1

WITH FATHER WITH MOTHERc

Low

,N=415

High
N=486

Low

N=415

2.75 , 2.68 2.73
2.83 2.55 .2.64'

.92
j

.94 .95 .

1.00 11.16

ti

1.08

a .70 .68 .71

.88 .99 .81
6.

: 2.44 2.55 2.47
2.61 2.64 :2.61

5.30 5.64 5.30
5.53 5.45 '

.

3.27 3.69

3.66 3.61

1
1.63 ** 1.99 1.59

1.88 1..77 1.81

2.95 3.20 3.01
3,27 3.35 3.21

,

** F is significant at .05 or less

16

High
t0=486

2.T9*,

:

.86

1.046.

.69

.98

,

r

1.84

2.98

3.35


